
 

 

 It is astonishing to realise that two years have passed since our last termly Newsletter.  Lockdown apart, it has proved 

difficult for the more vulnerable among the Governors to visit the school and only remote meetings such as TEAMS have 

been possible. We have, however, remained updated with developments at the school and goodness—what a           

transformation has taken place!  The school not only remained open during the pandemic but the Headteacher and her 

team used a largely negative situation as an opportunity for positive change and Corton Primary now includes a thriving 

Nursery School.  This project required a complete re-think about how every square inch of the premises was being       

utilised and with re-planning and teamwork the Nursery happened.  THE RESULT HAS BEEN A MAGNIFICENT SUCCESS ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Governors are very much involved with the children’s welfare,    

safety, wellbeing and education.  We assess all of these aspects of their 

school life by regularly undertaking Pupil Perception interviews across all 

the year groups.  We were able to resume this project in June.  Questions may include “What do you think 

you do best at school?”  “Do you feel safe when you are in school?”  “Which is your favourite lesson and 

why?”  It has been our experience that almost without exception the children enjoy being asked their opinion 

and appreciate that they can be totally honest with us.  Their answers assist us with analysis and can        

sometimes bring to light a recurring theme which might otherwise be overlooked.  We recently undertook 

one such survey regarding their recall of facts learned in History, Geography, Design Technology and Science.  

The children were self-confident and articulated their answers very well.  This confidence comes from a “good 

place” and it is reassuring that despite all the turmoil of the last 18 months their resilience shines through. 

 

 

  End Autumn Term 2021 

 

THANK YOU TO THE STAFF 

THE GOVERNORS’ ONGOING ACTION 

• For going the extra mile during this difficult period 

• For replanning lessons to suit online learning 

• For personally delivering homework to those in need 

• For coping when outbreaks disrupted “Bubbles” 

• For their dedication to ensuring that any missed 

learning  due to Covid continues to be addressed. 


